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Move away from the conventional styrene void fill products to our 

more environmentally friendly version, Pop Starch. Made from 

expanded starch, Pop Starch is 100% compostable and 

biodegradable with no disposal costs, easier handling due to being 

non static - reducing labour time, and having many environmental 

benefits. Perfect for void fill & any similar applications.

Pop Starch Biodegradable Void Fill Chips

‘Keep Cleaning Green’ with Earthon laundry powder, specifically

formulated to have minimal impact on the environment.

Biodegradable and phosphate-free. Designed for front and

top loaders.

Earthon Laundry Powder 7.5kg

Automotive paint strainers suitable for use with both solvent & water 

based paints. Excellent filtering capability & durability. Stock won 't last 

at this price, get in quick!

Paint Strainers 125mu 250/Box

$19.95/Box + GST

10L Bag: $8.60/Bag + GST

350L Bag: $93.07/Bag + GST

$49.04/Each + GST
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The war on plastic has caused massive worldwide price increases on 

paper. This has driven the price of the average paper bag sky high. 

The Combo Bag is a cost effective alternative to a block bottom bag & 

can hold up to 3kg. It 's name comes from the fact that it is indeed the 

bag you receive your combo in from McDonald 's. Bulk pricing 

available on request.

Our new Eco D Handle Bag provides a cost effective alternative to the 

more costly rope handle bags. Made from quality Kraft paper, the ‘D’ 

Bag has a wide flat base to accommodate large takeaway packs and 

bulky grocery items. Being 100% paper they are recyclable, 

compostable & reusable.

Eco D Handle Bag 280x280x150mm

1: $0.43 each + GST

10: $0.41 each + GST

50: $0.38 each + GST

250: $0.31 each + GST

500: $0.27 each + GST

100: $13.46/Packet + GST

200: $12.76/Packet + GST

500: $11.73/Packet + GST 

1000: $9.66/Packet + GST 

Combo Bag 100/Packet


